Promotional CDs of twelve Christopher Young film scores are now available as gifts to members who join or renew at the annual Underscore level of $100 and above:

- Bandits
- The Devil and Daniel Webster
- Head Above Water
- Hush
- Murder at 1600
- Species
- Sweet November
- Swordfish
- Tales from the Hood
- Unforgettable
- Urban Legend
- Virtuosity

We also have a few copies of Chris’ two-CD promotional albums, available as gifts to those who join at the two-year Love Theme level of $250 and above:

- The Country Bears 2-CD set
- The Core 2-CD set

Memberships are tax-deductible.
One promotional CD per annual membership or renewal.
Available while supplies last!
Contact the FMS today about becoming a member or renewing your membership!